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REPORTED AGREEMENT ON SOLVING U.N. FINANCIAL CRISIS

At a Glance

Representatives for all United Na-

tions (UN) member states have re-

portedly reached an agreement on

a financial reform proposal that

would avert a potential crisis. The

agreement includes measures to

ensure that future payments to

the UN are made on time, and

it calls for the establishment of a

new financing mechanism.

Yesterday's Irish Foreign Mini-

ter, Brian Lenihan, announced

that the proposal had been

agreed upon following extensive

negotiations. The measure,

which involves the creation of

a special UN fund, is expected to

be implemented soon.

WAYS TO HELP RED CRESCENT

The Royal Highness Prince

Afghanistan is working with

full dedication and attention for

the further development of the

Afghan Red Crescent Society.

His Majesty has stated that

these efforts are aimed at

improving the living conditions of

the people, especially in rural

areas. The Red Crescent has

already contributed significantly

in various humanitarian efforts.

I.L.O. AND ITS ACCOMPLISHMENT: AFGHANISTAN VIEWS

We are also aware of the need

for increased efforts in this field,

especially in the areas of

employment and economic

growth. ILO's role in promoting

social justice and decent

working conditions cannot be

overstated.

The labor laws in Afghanistan

have made significant progress,

though challenges remain. The

government continues to work

on improving the legal frame-

work for workers' rights.

New Labor Laws

The new laws were drafted with

the aim of harmonizing Afghan

labor laws with international

standards. They provide for

better working conditions and

protect workers' rights.

Herat: A Historic City Moving Towards Modernization

Herat, the historic city with deep

cultural and historical roots,

continues to evolve. Efforts are

being made to preserve its

heritage while promoting modern

technologies.

The city is undergoing a

modernization process,

involving the construction of new

infrastructures and the

improvement of existing ones.

This transformation aims to

enhance the quality of life for its

residents.

American Reaction To Soviet Woman Being First In Space

Soviet Union's woman, Valentina

Tereshkova, on June 16, 1963,

made history by becoming the

first woman to travel in space.

President John F. Kennedy and

First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy

were among many leaders who

greeted the news with

congratulations. The historic

mission was seen as a significant

step in the space race.

Herat's remarkable history and

cultural heritage have inspired

efforts to document and

conservate it. The city's

archaeological sites and

historic buildings are

undoubtedly treasures of

Afghanistan's rich history.
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Herat: A Historic City Moving Towards Modernization

The city of Herat, situated in the

northern part of Afghanistan,

has undergone significant

modernization over the years.

Improvements in infrastructure

and cultural preservation are

ongoing, reflecting a desire to

balance the old with the new.

The city's rich history and

cultural heritage continue to

attract visitors and researchers.
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Important Telephones

Pep: 

0800-123

FAX: 

0800-123

PHARMACIES

Maulavi Ph: 0800-123

Wali Ph: 0800-123

Fakhr Ph: 0800-123

Khalil Ph: 0800-123

MOCKUP: June 16, 1963

The national news is being produced

for the first time. The new format

is expected to enhance the

coverage of news and current

affairs.

BLOONIE BY CHIC YOUNG

American Reaction To Soviet Woman Being First In Space

Soviet Union's woman, Valentina

Tereshkova, on June 16, 1963,

made history by becoming the

first woman to travel in space.

President John F. Kennedy and

First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy

were among many leaders who

greeted the news with

congratulations. The historic

mission was seen as a significant

step in the space race.
Justice Ministry Sets Department To Co-ordinate Legislative Affairs

KABUL, June 24—A central office has been set up in the Ministry of Justice to co-ordinate legislative matters and legislation.

The department, set up in February, will also carry out the work of the Department of Legislative Affairs, according to the Ministry. It will also provide information and advice to government officials on the drafting of laws and regulations.

The department will also co-ordinate the activities of the Department of Legislative Affairs and the Department of Legislative Procedures.

KABUL, June 23—The government of Afghanistan has repatriated to Pakistan, the village school teacher, who had been arrested and imprisoned in Kabul.

The release of the teacher, who was arrested earlier this year, has been welcomed by the Pakistani government, which has assured the government of Afghanistan that it will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to improve education and hygiene in the country.

Italian Socialist Leader Resigns

BRUSSELS, June 23 (AP)—Pierre Moutet, leader of the Italian Socialist Party, resigned Tuesday after a party meeting that ordered Moutet to resign from his post as Socialist leader.

Moutet, who had been leader of the party since 1965, has been under pressure from within the party to step down, and the resignation was met with a mixture of relief and grief by party members.

The party's executive council had met Monday and decided that Moutet should resign. Moutet's resignation was announced today, and he will remain a member of the party's executive council.

The Italian Socialist Party is one of the largest in Western Europe, and its leaders have been at odds with each other for many years. Moutet has been leader of the party since 1965, and he has been under pressure from within the party to step down.

Correction

The third paragraph of the story on the Soviet Union's military aid to Afghanistan stated incorrectly that the aid was being used to train Afghan soldiers. The aid is actually being used to train Afghan teachers and medical doctors.

Home News In Brief

KABUL, June 24—Mr. Mohammad Abdu, the late Soviet envoy to Indonesia, was buried today in Jami Masjid.

Home News In Brief

PARK CINEMA:

The latest news is that the film "Beyond the Place" is now showing at the Park Cinema.

KABUL, June 24—An Afghan film, "Under-Water Stones", is now showing at the Khyber Cinema.
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USA LOOKING FORWARD TO WELCOMING THEIR MAJESTIES

WASHINGTOm, June 23—The White House said on Saturday that the people of the United States are looking forward to welcoming their Majesties the King and Queen of Afghanistan to the United States in September.

The statement was made after a meeting between the President and the King of Afghanistan, who is due to visit the United States in September.

It was also announced that the President will meet with the King and Queen of Afghanistan during their visit to the United States.

I.O.O.

(Western, from page 3)

The mission to the United States will be led by Mr. Mohammad Abdu, the late Soviet envoy to Indonesia, who is due to visit the United States in September.

The mission will be accompanied by a group of Afghan technicians and experts, who will be present to advise and assist the United States on the mission.

The mission will be led by Mr. Mohammad Abdu, who is due to visit the United States in September.